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Title: Pinball Arcade: Gottlieb Pack 2
Genre: Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
FarSight Studios
Publisher:
Farsight Studios
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Dual Core 1.6 ghz or better.

Memory: 1 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card supporting DirectX 9.0c and Shader Model 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 11 GB available space GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound capable card.

English,French,Italian,German
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It's very rare we have a cold war grand strategy game. I'm loving this so far, I think we need to support the devs as much as
possible and buy this game. Being an old player of Dungeon & Dragons, I think that this game is a good representation of the
board game. It is challenging enough and you keep playing several hours without realizing it... It is a good alternative game when
you cannot play Dungeon and Dragons board game with your friends. In addition, the low price made it attractive for a player
who wants to spend hours on a game and have fun.... its a rip of when you try and install it it tries to find a file called AGEIA
physx wich is the nvidia physz but the game does not recognize it, you try and contact THQ as steam says they dont anwser you
and forget about steam helping they just sell the game there is no kind of support from them, so unless you can find this
program you going to loose your money, THANKS STEAM. Stylish, but not much substance there.. Too bad because I wanted
to love it.. car is good, but it will be better if we could use it in carrer mode
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Short but fun. I like how you can do a new game plus with your upgraded stats.. Camp Sunshine, what a fun little retro styled
experience.

The gameplay in this is nothing groundbreaking, and it's not going to "WOW" audiences; but the simple approach and lack of
actual combat adds to the immersion.
The map size is considerably large and you will have to creep your way through the dark in search of clues to what happened at
this once happy summer camp.
Armed with only a flashlight and limited batteries, you will uncover the mystery behind the murders, and perhaps even discover
who is beind the mask/suit.
At first glance, it looks like this game was a DEMAKE of the FNAF series; but in fact it has plenty of nods to popular horror
influences. My favorite being the references to Twin Peaks and The X Files.

Granted this is not the greatest game to have ever come out, but for a sale price on Steam I picked it up and managed to play
through the entire game in one live stream. I consider that a worthy investment for some decent content, especially if you like
indie games.

Also, games plays just fine with a KB/M with extremely easy controls although it does seem to lag/glitch out sometimes when
entering/exiting doors.

Overall, I would give it a 6/10. It's a light adventure with classic horror elements and a bit of a survival aspect with an OK story
with a few minor spelling errors in dialogue boxes. Not the best, but not the worst. Pick it up and decide for yourself, it's a neat
little title.. I enjoyed ths game a lot, just as good and scary than some more expensive titles I could mention ;). The game and
fun and challenging. Never thought I would play a game like this. It has a little assist but by mid to end game, you really have to
think about how to combo.. There are definite improvements since the last instalment. The puzzles are more thought out but can
still be difficult if you don't pay attention. The story is also more developed and I look forward to seeing what happens next!.
The world could use a few more good arcade sports games that don't take themselves too seriously.

This game, with its hard-coded "PUSH THE [A] BUTTON ON YOUR GAMEPAD" pop-ups, non-rebindable keyboard
controls, thirty seconds of unskippable developer credits at the start of each launch, GUIs that don't recognize mouse input,
tedious and thoroughly uninteresting "story mode" (literally nothing more than matches against progressively-harder teams),
wretched music, and a bland lack of personality wherever you look (from the Extremely Generic Font™ right down to the
sudden, jarring way the games just... end... when time expires) - is not it.

It's competent in places, but really not worth actual money.. Even though it was free.... it wasn't even worth the time to play it.
The voice acting is terrible, and the game itself is also equally lacking in plot and gameplay.
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